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Executive Summary

This report comprises detailed descriptions of the applications, the list of used WP2-
WP4 concepts, their modes of integration with the applications, recommendations
and APIs that will be taken into account in the redesign process, as well as the key
performance indicators for the future evaluation of the improvements in performance
through the re-design and re-implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the most important steps in the development of new concepts, methods,
and tools is the validation of their suitability and performance throughout use-case
applications of specific domains. In the ASPIDE project, we included six dif-
ferent use case applications proposed by four partners coming from a variety of
high-performance data analysis domains, including research, health, and business
applications. The evaluation and validation plan was introduced in the Confidential
Deliverable D5.2. The most important aspects of the global evaluation plan are
as follows. For each use case application, we will consider, as a reference, an
implementation of the application that does not include the ASPIDE concepts,
methods, and tools. We refer to these implementations as baseline applications.
Within the ASPIDE project, a redesign of each use case application will be carried
out, including some or all of the project outputs. We refer to those new implemen-
tations as ASPIDE-integrated applications. Tests will be performed in different
high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructures, and both implementations will
be compared using a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) that include perfor-
mance, system utilization, energy efficiency, and data transfer metrics. Detailed
information about the evaluation and validation plan is reported in Deliverable D5.2.

The primary purpose of this Deliverable D5.3 is to provide the design of the
ASPIDE-integrated use case applications. This includes specific information about
the use case applications and functionalities to be integrated. More importantly, it
includes in detail which ASPIDE tools, application programming interfaces (APIs),
and domain-specific languages (DSLs) will be used in the redesign of each use case
application, and how the ASPIDE tools will be integrated with them. Moreover,
we present information about at which steps or parts of each use case applications
the integration can be carried out and also point out at which steps or part such
integration cannot be perform currently.

The global strategy that will be followed in the development of the ASPIDE-
integrated use-case application takes into account the planned architecture of the
ASPIDE solution. Figure 1.1 shows a schema of the planned architecture. Within
this architecture, the development of use case applications is meant to be carried
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Figure 1.1: Schema showing the planned architecture of the ASPIDE solution.

out through high-level languages, APIs, and DSLs, that implement the DCEx
programming model abstractions. In this way, end-users will be able to access to
the lower-level ASPIDE components, as the Scheduler, Runtime, Intelligent Data
Manager (IDM) and Monitoring System, without the burden of dealing with their
intrinsic complexity. Additionally, it still may be possible to integrate into the use-
case application lower-level tools explicitly, for instance, some of the monitoring
tools to generate use-case specific metrics.

The structure of this Deliverable is as follows, after this Introduction the integra-
tion of each of the application use cases is detailed in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. Use
case applications are sorted in chapters according to the partner proposing them.
Therefore, in Chapter 2 we include the integration information about UNICAL’s
urban computing use case. Chapter 3 contains the integration plans for SERMAS’s
magnetic resonance image processing application. The design for the big data
application proposed by Integris is detailed in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 contains
the integration information for the three PSNC’s use cases: anomaly detection
in Electric Vehicles, varroa mites detection in images, and CFD simulation with
Deep Learning. Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize and discuss the content of the
deliverable as well as its main conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Urban computing (UNICAL)

2.1 Algorithm description

In previous Deliverables UNICAL described a urban computing use case composed
by 5 main steps (see Figure 2.1):

A. Crawling: large amounts of data are collected in parallel from social media
using public APIs or loaded from files that are stored on distributed file
systems.

B. Filtering: filtering functions are run to verify if a social media item meets or
not some conditions.

C. Automatic keywords extraction and data grouping: the keywords that identify
the places of interests are extracted; these keywords will be used to group
social media items according to the places they refer to. The keywords
extraction can be skipped if the keywords are provided as a workflow input.

D. RoIs extraction using a parallel clustering approach: A data parallel approach
is used to extract Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) starting from social media data
grouped by keywords. RoIs represent a way to partition the space into
meaningful areas; they are the boundaries of points-of-interest (PoI), e.g., a
square of a city [1]. This step can be skipped if the RoIs are provided as a
workflow input.

E. Trajectory mining: This step is run to discover behavior and mobility pat-
terns of people by analyzing geotagged social media items. The FP-Growth
(frequent itemset analysis) and Prefix-Span (sequential pattern mining) algo-
rithms are used.

In the following of this section the algorithms for each step are described.
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Figure 2.1: Workflow of the urban computing use-case.

2.1.1 Crawling and Filtering

In our case, a large amount of social media data has been gathered from social
media (thought public APIs) and stored on a distributed file system as plain text
files in JSON format. For this reason, there is no need to define a specific algorithm
for this step.

Although such data is downloaded from social media using punctual queries, it
may contains corrupted, irrelevant, or inaccurate records. Such dirty data must be
cleaned and corrected for obtaining good results from the analysis process. In fact,
if the data were not prepared, the analysis algorithm may not work or the results
produced may be inaccurate or even incorrect. For this reason, the social media
items gathered in the previous step are filtered according to a set of functions. In
particular, we define a filtering function ff(gi) = {true∨false} as a predicate (i.e.,
a boolean function) that takes as input a social media item gi and verifies whether gi
matches some criteria. Given a set of filtering functions FF = {ff0, ..., ffm} and a
set of social media items G = {g0, ..., gn}, at the end of the filtering step we obtain a
new set of social media items FF(G) = {gi ∈ G | (ff0(gi)∧. . .∧ffm(gi)) = true}
that is ready for the analysis.

2.1.2 Automatic keywords extraction and data grouping

During this step, the keywords identifying the PoIs are extracted; these keywords
are then used for grouping social media items according to the places they refer to.
Each group of social media items are then processed in parallel during the next step.
The keyword extraction and data grouping algorithm can be implemented using the
MapReduce paradigm, so that, as the dataset size increases, it can be executed in
parallel on HPC infrastructure. The algorithm extracts the most relevant keywords
used by social users to tag places-of-interest in a given area. Once extracted, the
keywords are grouped by similarity measure to produce the list of keywords that
identify each PoI in the area.

The algorithm is composed of three steps:
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1. Keyword discovery. The area of interest is divided into regular cells of equal
size. As shown in Figure 2.2(a), for each cell, we extract the keywords
(and their frequency) contained in the geotagged items posted from that cell.
The keywords are then sorted by frequency. A high frequency does not
necessarily denote a high quality representative keywords, but it is a useful
starting point. As an example, in Figure 2.2(a), the keywords italy and rome
have higher frequency than colosseum, although colosseum is evidently more
representative of the PoI contained in the cell. Noisy keywords, such as italy
or rome, are then removed in the next step.

2. Keyword selection. A method based on a discrete L-curve [2] is exploited for
distinguishing between high and low-frequency keywords. Finding the elbow
point of the curve permits to distinguish between high and low-frequency
keywords. The algorithm takes into account both global high-frequency key-
words (i.e., calculated on the whole area) and local high-frequency keywords
(i.e., calculated on each cell). Starting from high-frequency keywords in
a cell, it discards high-frequency global keywords to produce a list of the
most representative keywords for each cell. As shown in Figure 2.2(b), the
algorithm removes all the keywords that do not identify a PoI in the cell (i.e.,
italy, rome, lazio).

3. Keyword grouping. The most representative keywords are grouped according
to their textual similarity. In particular, the concept of similarity is based on
the Levenshtein distance, a commonly-used metric for measuring the distance
between two strings. The algorithm outputs a number of sets containing
keywords that are similar to each other (see Figure 2.2(c)) where each key
set contains the keywords identifying a PoI. During the clustering step, each
key set is used to find the associated RoI.

2.1.3 RoIs extraction using a parallel clustering approach

At this step, we use a parallel execution of DBSCAN [3] on sub-sets of data to
generate sub-clusters on each processing node, and then merge overlapping sub-
clusters to form global clusters (i.e., RoIs).

The input of this step is represented by N datasets, each one containing the
social media items associated with the key set of a given PoI. Each dataset can
be divided into M splits, with M ≥ 1. Thus, two levels of parallelisms can be
exploited:

• N clustering tasks run concurrently, with each instance working exclusively
on a single key set.

• Each clustering task processes in parallel the M splits of its key set, by
producing one local cluster per split; the M local clusters are then merged
into a single global cluster which represents the RoI associated with the key
set.
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(a) Keyword discovering. (b) Keywords extraction.

(c) Keywords grouping.

Figure 2.2: Automatic keyword extraction per cell.

The above process is implemented according to the MapReduce paradigm. In
particular, the mapper tasks are to produce the local clusters, whereas reduce tasks
are to derive the global clusters.

As the clustering algorithm is based on DBSCAN, it also suffers for the problem
of setting input parameters; one needs to tune the input parameters for the DBSCAN
algorithm running locally in order to guarantee accurate final results. However,
tuning the parameters needs a ground truth dataset to compare to, which is not given
when dealing with real dataset.

In the next section we discuss how we choose the appropriate input parameters
for the DBSCAN algorithm.

2.1.3.1 Heuristic for choosing DBSCAN parameters

The DBSCAN algorithm needs two key parameters: eps, the radius of a neigh-
borhood with respect to some point; and minPts, the minimum number of points
required to form a cluster. These two parameters can be calculated using the
following procedure as defined in [3]:

1. Calculate the sorted k-dist plot, which is a plot of the k-nearest-neighbor
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distances (k-dist), computed for each point, and sorted in descending order [4].
As suggested in [3], for bi-dimensional data, k can be set to 4.

2. Choosing a threshold point on k-dist permits to separate noise points from
points that are assigned to some clusters. Specifically, all points with a higher
k-dist value than threshold are considered noise; otherwise, all points with an
equal or smaller k-dist value are assigned to some clusters.

3. The threshold point can be calculated by estimating the noise percentage in
the data (noisePerc). The k-dist value of the threshold point is used as eps
value. Concerning minPts, it can be set as k + 1 [4].

Thus, with fixed the minimum number of points (minPts) and established the
noise percentage (noisePerc), we calculate eps and then run DBSCAN on the
points collected for a Point-of-Interest. Since DBSCAN calculates one or more
clusters on a set of points, we select the points that belong to the largest cluster, and
starting from them we return the convex polygon that encloses these points (i.e., the
RoI we are looking for).

2.1.4 Trajectory and frequent itemset mining

During this step, data is analyzed for discovering behaviors and mobility patterns of
users [5]. Specifically, we perform both sequential pattern analysis and frequent item
sets analysis, as described in the following. The input dataset S is a list of individual
sequences (or trajectories) across places obtained after the reduction step. Formally,
S = {s0, s2, ..., sn}, where the i-th sequence si = 〈ui, {(pi0, ti0), ..., (pim, tim)}〉,
where (pij , tij) is a pair indicating place and timestamp of the j-th post published
by user ui.

Sequential pattern analysis algorithms are intended to discover the sequences of
elements that occur most frequently in the data. Unlike the frequent item set analy-
sis, in sequential analysis are fundamental the time dimension and the chronological
order in which the values appear. In our case, this type of analysis is useful to dis-
cover the most frequent mobility patterns across places. In our experiments we used
a sequential pattern mining function that is based on the PrefixSpan algorithm [6].

Frequent itemset analysis is exploited with the goal of discovering the items
that occur together with a high frequency. Applied to dataset S, we perform a
frequent place sets discovery task, aimed at extracting the sets of places that are
most frequently visited together by users. In our experiments we used the FPGrowth
algorithm [7].

2.2 Redesign of applications using ASPIDE solutions

After numerous researches and experiments, carried out for identifying the best
solutions, we could integrate with GrPPI, a parallel pattern programming interface
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that supports data parallel and streaming patterns. The detailed integration process
of each solution is presented in following Section 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Integration with GrPPI

A version of the workflow, implemented in Java according to the MapReduce
programming model, is currently available. Listing 2.1 shows the pseudo-code
of urban computing workflow, which uses lambda expressions and higher order
functions (e.g., map, reduce) that are widely used in parallel programming languages
(e.g., Java, Spark, GrPPI). It is therefore necessary to port the different algorithms
and procedures used from Java/MapReduce to the C++/GrPPI language.

Listing 2.1: Pseudo-code of the Urban computing workflow.
/* Crawling */
source="/home/UNICAL/FullFlickrData.json";
List<String> lines = loadDistributedDataset(source);

/* Filtering */
List<FlickrItem> geoItems = lines.map(x->FlickrItem(x))
.filter(isGeoTagged(x) && hasTags(x));

/* Keyword extraction */
cellSize = 500; // meters
Map<Cell, Map<Key,Int>> keywordsInCell = geoItems
.map(x->Pair<Cell,Map<Key,Int>>(getCell(x,cellSize),keyFreq(x)))
.reduceByKey((map1,map2)->map1.join(map2));

numTopHashtags = 5;
Map<Cell,Map<Key,Int>> topKeywordsInCell = keywordsInCell
.map(x -> getTopKeywords(x, numTopHashtags));

Set<Key> topKeywords = topKeywordsInCell
.flatMap(x -> getTopKeywords(x)).distinct();

/* Data grouping */
Set<Key,List<Point>> dataPerKeywords = geoItems
.flatMap(x -> splitDataPerKeywords(x, topKeywords)).groupByKey();

/* RoIs extraction */
eps = 50.0; numNeighbours = 150;
List<Map<String, Geometry>> rois = dataPerKeywords
.map(x->Pair<String,Cluster>(x[1],getRoI(x[2],eps,numNeighbours)));

/* Frequent itemset mining */
List<UserDay,List<RoI>> freqRoISetUsers = geoItems
.map(x->Pair<UserDay,RoI>(getUserAndDay(x),getRoI(x,rois)))
.groupByKey();
results = FPGrowth().setMinSupport(0.5).setMinConfidence(0.6)
.analyze(freqRoISetUsers);

In most cases, some classes and functions must be rewritten in GrPPI, which
means translating some code from Java to C++. Although GrPPI presents some
restrictions compared to Java, the cost of porting such algorithms in GrPPI should
be acceptable and repaid by the improvement of performances offered by C++.

Concerning the crawling, filtering, and automatic keyword extraction steps, we
used custom-defined classes and methods that do not require particular libraries that
need to be ported in C++. This should make easy the porting of such pieces of code.
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With regard to the RoI mining extraction step, a sequential version of DBSCAN,
based on C++, is required. We perform a parallel execution of DBSCAN on several
sub-sets of data to generate sub-clusters on each processing node, and then merge
overlapping sub-clusters to form global clusters.

During the trajectory mining step, a parallel PrefixSpan algorithm to mine
frequent sequential patterns has been used. A parallel implementation of PrefixSpan
is available as part of MLlib, the machine learning package of Apache Spark,
which is usable in Java, Scala, Python, and R. Even though a C++-based parallel
implementation of PrefixSpan exists, it is based on OpenMP, which is hard to be
integrated in our workflow. For this reason, a porting of the parallel implementation
of PrefixSpan in GrPPI (C++) must be done.

For the frequent itemset analysis we used a parallel implementation of FP-
Growth, called PFP [8], which is able to run in parallel all the steps of FPGrowth.
This algorithm is also available as part of Apache Spark, but it is not usable in
C++ application. Even though several C++-based implementation for the sequential
FPGrowth algorithm are available, a porting of the parallel implementation of the
algorithm in GrPPI (C++) is required.
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Chapter 3

Magnetic resonance image
processing (SERMAS)

3.1 Application description

The use-case application proposed by SERMAS is the processing of magnetic
resonance images of the brain. The processing workflows for these medical images
are comprised of several computation steps. The specific steps and the parallelization
possibilities depend on the imaging modality. In this application, we will center
in processing workflows for high-spatial and high-angular resolution diffusion-
weighted images. This imaging modality is focused on the study of white matter
and brain structural connectivity. The diffusion-weighted images we will be using
belong to the Human Connectome Project (HCP) Young Adult database [9], which
is publicly available1. These very high quality diffusion-weighted images are
composed of 288 volumes with 3658350 volumetric pixels (voxels) each, making a
size of about 4.0Gb. Moreover, structural T1 and T2 weighted images are used in
the workflow with a size of about 67Mb each.

The processing workflow that we will be focusing in particular is the one
referred in previous deliverables as "dwi_process_hcp_aspide_benchmark". The
output of the processing of this workflow are maps showing different metrics of
clinical and research use. Examples of these maps are the fractional volume of
intra-axonal and extra-axonal space, and fiber orientation distribution maps, which
provide information about white matter integrity. Also, an estimation of the axonal
bundles in the brain is computed, which later can be used to measure the structural
connectivity between the different regions of the brain. Some of the processing
steps can run concurrently, and also, the workflow is parallelizable per subject.
Additionally, some of the most computing demanding steps, as we will discuss
below, are further parallelizable per voxel, making this processing workflow highly
suitable to evaluate the ASPIDE solutions.

1https://db.humanconnectome.org/
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Figure 3.1: Proposed workflow for processing of diffusion weighted images as
implemented in Nipype.

In the baseline version of this application, the processing workflow was imple-
mented using Nipype2, a python package specially developed for neuroimaging
processing [10]. The processing steps of the proposed workflow uses utilities from
state-of-the-art neuroimaging toolboxes (MrTrix33, FSL4 and SMT5) that are exe-
cuted via command-line interface, mixed with in-house python functions using the
Nibabel and Numpy packages. The command-line tools needed to be wrapped in
python to be executed in Nipype. Some of these function wrappers were already
available in Nipype, but others needed to be implemented. In Figure 3.1, we present
the graph of the workflow as implemented in Nipype, showing the dependencies
between the processing steps.

3.2 Redesign of applications using ASPIDE solutions

3.2.1 Workflow Integration

The SERMAS ASPIDE-integrated application will be developed implementing the
above-mentioned processing workflow using GrPPI. More specifically, we will use
the python binding for GrPPI developed in the ASPIDE project, which allows for

2https://nipype.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
3https://www.mrtrix.org/
4https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
5https://github.com/ekaden/smt
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the execution of python code within GrPPI. By implementing the workflow using
GrPPI, we will have access to the rest of the lower-level ASPIDE solutions, as the
intelligent data manager and the scheduler, among others. Even though we will
implement the proposed processing workflow for diffusion-weighted images, this is
intended to be an example of any other processing workflow for magnetic resonance
images using the ASPIDE tools.

As we have already mentioned, most of the processing steps are done by
command-line tools from neuroimaging toolboxes. In order to execute them using
the python binding of GrPPI, we will need to wrap the command line execution in
python. For this, we will be using the subprocess python library. In the listing
3.1 we present as an example a python script wrapping the FSL’s dtifit tool.

Listing 3.1: Python wrapper of the FLS’s dtifit tool
import sys, os, subprocess

def fsl_dtifit(dwi_file, bvecs_file, bvals_file, mask_file, out_pattern):
cwd = os.getcwd()
call_list = [’dtifit’, ’-k’, ’{}’.format(dwi_file),

’-r’, ’{}’.format(bvecs_file),
’-b’, ’{}’.format(bvals_file),
’-m’, ’{}’.format(mask_file),
’-o’, ’{}’.format(out_pattern),
’-w’]

subprocess.call(call_list)
output_list = [’V1’, ’V2’, ’V3’, ’L1’, ’L2’,

’L3’, ’MD’, ’FA’, ’MO’, ’S0’]
output = tuple(os.path.join(cwd,

’{}{}.nii.gz’.format(out_pattern, io))
for io in output_list)

return output

dwi_file = sys.argv[1]
bvecs_file = sys.argv[2]
bvals_file = sys.argv[3]
mask_file = sys.argv[4]

out_pattern = sys.argv[5]

fsl_dtifit(dwi_file, bvecs_file, bvals_file, mask_file, out_pattern)

We will also create wrappers for command-line tools that can be already executed in
python through Nipype interfaces. This will be done to remove dependencies with
Nipype and its additional dependencies. For the implementation of the workflow,
we will create a separate python script for each processing step taking care of
the execution of the command-line tool or the python function. Then, it will be
necessary to create the GrPPI tasks, providing the following information:

• Python script to execute in the task

• List of input files or data.

• List of output files or data (or an output basename)

• Number of threads (optionally)
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Additional information may be included in the tasks if necessary. Once the whole
set of tasks is defined, we will use the python binding for the pipeline pattern of
GrPPI to execute them. In listing 3.2, we present the python-like (pseudo)code of
an example of a workflow comprised of three processing steps that will be executed
for two subjects.

Listing 3.2: Pseudocode of an example of processing workflow for two subjects
comprised of three tasks.
import grppi

subjects = grppi.strVector(2)
subjects[0] = "subj_01"
subjects[1] = "subj_02"

select_files = grppi.PyTaks()
select_files.script = "select_files.py"
select_files.input = ("subject_id")
select_files.output = ("dwi.nii.gz", "bvecs", "bvals", "mask.nii.gz")

response = grppi.PyTaks()
response.script = "response.py"
response.input = ("dwi.nii.gz", "bvecs", "bvals", "mask.nii.gz")
response.output = ("wm_res.txt", "gm_res.txt", "csf_res.txt")

msmt_csd = grppi.PyTask()
msmt_csd.script = "msmt_csd.py"
msmt_csd.input = ("dwi.nii.gz", "bvecs", "bvals", "mask.nii.gz",

"wm_res.txt", "gm_res.txt", "csf_res.txt")
msmt_csd.output = ("wm_fod.nii.gz", "gm_fod.nii.gz", "csf_fod.nii.gz")
msmt_csd.nthreads = 4

grppi.pipeline(subjects, select_files, response, msmt_csd)

Moreover, we will consider the implementation of two special utilities (tasks) with
functionalities similar to those provided by the Nipype’s SelectFiles and DataSink
input-output interfaces. The former provides the paths to the inputs files for the
workflow, given a set of keywords (as the subject ID), while the latter allows
selecting the output files that one wants to preserve and how to organize them in
folders.

It is important to mention that the pipeline pattern of GrPPI will allow only
per-subject parallelization, and for each subject, the tasks will be executed serially.
However, it is expected that within the ASPIDE project, new workflow patterns
will be available and accessible through a python binding. With these patterns,
it will be possible to establish the dependencies between nodes and will allow
further parallelization within-subject. In principle, dependencies between that can
be obtained from the input and output files names or aliases to the data, but it could
also be possible to make more explicit these dependencies in the creation of the
tasks.
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3.2.2 GrPPI Integration in Processing Steps

As we have already mentioned, some of the processing steps allow for further paral-
lelization. Here, we will focus on the three most computationally expensive steps
(denoted "mcmicro", " msmt_csd" and "tracking" in Figure 3.1). The "mcmicro"
and "msmt_csd" steps execute command-line tools taking as an input the diffusion-
weighted image, diffusion gradient information, and a mask image. Details on the
algorithms executed within the "mcmicro" and "msmt_csd" steps are provided in
references [11] and [12], respectively. The data contained in the diffusion-weighted
images are 4-dimensional arrays, in which the first three dimensions correspond
to spatial dimensions (voxels), and the fourth dimension corresponds to the dif-
ferent diffusion weights applied in each acquisition. In these processes, for each
voxel independently, a model fitting is done with the data in the fourth dimension.
Therefore, the execution of these processes can be parallelized per voxel. This
parallelization is already implemented via multithreading in the command line tools.
Nonetheless, in the context of High Performance Computing systems and ExaScale
systems, additional computing nodes will be available, and it will be of great inter-
est to distribute the processes in different computing nodes. Distribution of these
processes in a per-voxel basis will not be efficient, but we will expect a significant
gain in their distribution in a slice (or a thin slabs) basis. This distribution can be
implemented with GrPPI using a map-reduce pattern. As in the case of the workflow
integration, we will use the python binding for GrPPI. It will be necessary to create
python scripts executing the map function (splitting the image and executing the
main computation) and reduce function (merging the slice computations in an output
image).

In the "tracking" step, a selected number of streamlines (one million in the
proposed workflow) are computed, providing an estimation of the paths of white
matter bundles in the brain. The algorithm used to generate these streamlines is
presented in reference [13]. When the seeding points to generate the streamlines are
chosen randomly, each streamline can be computed independently from the others,
allowing parallelization of this process per-streamline. Therefore, this process can
also be distributed in several tasks using GrPPI to join finally the results obtained
from each of the tasks.
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Chapter 4

Big data (Integris)

4.1 Algorithm description

Recalling the use case proposed by Integris, the application consists of a mobility
analytics system built on the Hadoop ecosystem.

Starting from a data set on HDFS, containing information about mobile users
distribution on the Italian territory, the core of the application allows quantitative
analysis by aggregation and filtering functions mainly following a Map and Reduce
model (Fig. 4.1), which is very suitable for distributed and large amounts of data.

In previous Deliverables the proposed use case consists of two Spark jobs
covering two types of analysis, named trimestralMean and sumCustomArea. In
both cases the input is a table stored on HBase or as HDFS text file. An entry has a
structure as shown in Table 4.1, and in the case of the text file it corresponds to a
line. The output is new table stored as HDFS text file structured according to the
job type:

Job 1 Aggregate by AREA|YEAR|TRIMENSTER|DAYTYPE|TIMERANGE|TYPE
and compute the overall average (AVG), the average of the elements before the

Figure 4.1: Workflow of the Big Data use case
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first decile (MIN) and the average of the element after the last decile (MAX);

Job 2 Aggregate by YEAR|MONTH|DAY|QUARTEROFHOUR|USERTYPE and
compute the average of the values within the selected areas.

Key Total presence Male Female . . .

yyMMdd | Region | Province | ... 00:00 00:15 . . . 00:00 00:15 . . . . . .

190101|12|058|... 5466 5326 . . . 2704 2495 . . . . . .

. . .

Table 4.1: Conceptual structure of the input table.

4.2 Current approach

The workflows of both jobs follows the classic MapReduce model, that is actually
implemented using Spark2 Java API.

4.2.1 Read and filter

In the configuration file usually more areas are selected, as well as analysis type,
start date and end date. Consequently, filtered read operations are used in order
to extract the entries needed from the input table. As example, if analysis pe-
riod is from 1 to 2 of January 2019 and Rome (code 12|058) and Milan (code
03|215) are the selected areas, then four reads are instanced with the follow-
ing prefix filters: 190101|12|058, 190102|12|058, 190101|03|215 and
190102|03|215. The input of the analysis is then composed by the union of
these results. Note that with prefix filtered read every sub-area of the given code is
retrieved.

4.2.2 Map

Subsequently, map operations emit key-value pairs, where the key is a string properly
built according to the wanted aggregation and the value is the number of presence
of a given entry. For example, if we want a sum of the presence values aggregating
only by selected areas, then the mapper will remove the information about the area
in key-value pairs emission.

4.2.3 Reduce

In the reduce step a specific function is used on the key,[list of values]. In the just
mentioned case, a simple sum of the elements of the list is applied. Actually, more
complex reducing function are implemented for this use cases.
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4.2.4 Format and write

Key-value pairs are then formatted according to particular needs, e.g. csv line
format. This is essentially another map function on the reduce output, on which
data locality can largely be exploited. Finally, results are written on HDFS as text
files.

4.3 Redesign of applications using ASPIDE solutions

As mentioned in the previous Deliverables, the ASPIDE solution that best suit the
use case is GrPPI.

4.3.1 Integration with GrPPI

Every step of the application workflow can be reproduced by using GrPPI patterns.
Spark RDDs transformations can always be converted to Map and Reduce operations.
To give an example, the Spark filter transformation is nothing but an only-map
operation.

Listing 4.1: Pseudo-code of the Big Data workflow - Job 2

// Read
config = "/home/integris/config.properties"
source = "hdfs:///app/integris/input";
List<String> input = load(source);

// Filter
List<String> filtered = input.filter(row->contains(row, config.period)

&& contains(row, config.areas) && contains(row, config.colors));

// row --> key1,val1 ... keyN,valN
List<String, Double> mapped = filtered.flatMap(row -> {flatMapFunction

(row)});

// key,val --> key,(val,1)
List<String, Pair<Double, Integer>> sumCount = mapped.mapValues(value

-> new Tuple2<Double, Integer>(value, 1));

// key,val1 ... key,valN --> key,[sum, count]
// reduceByKey includes shuffle operation
List<String, Pair<Double, Integer> = totalSumCount =

sumCount.reduceByKey((tuple1, tuple2) -> new Tuple2<Double, Integer
>(tuple1._1 + tuple2._1, tuple1._2 + tuple2._2));

// key,[sum, count] --> key, average
List<String, String> averagePair = totalSumCount.mapValues(value ->

value._1 + "\t" + value._1 / value._2);

// format
List<String> formatted = averagePair.sortByKey().map(tuple -> tuple._1

+ "\t" + tuple._2);

// write
formatted.saveAsTextFile("hdfs:///app/integris/output");
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As show in listing 4.1, the workflow of the application is pretty straightforward.
The main challenge of our use case consist in the amount of data to be read,
processed and stored. In the context of a Spark application everything is bundled
with the Hadoop framework, hence in order to obtain some improvements a full
porting to C++/GrPPI will be necessary.
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Chapter 5

Deep learning (PSNC)

5.1 Integration plan

In previous Deliverables PSNC described 3 different use cases of a deep learning
data flow:

• Anomaly detection in Electric Vehicles.

• Varroa Mites detection in images of bee hive.

• Supporting CFD simulation with Deep Learning.

Figure 5.1 recall Deep Learning data flow from previous Deliverable. The
integration will concern two types of tools: for parallelization (e.g., GrPPI) and
for monitoring (e.g., Prometheus). This section describes information about re-
quirements and restrictions of each type of tool. Section 5.2 describes current
approaches and possible ways of integrations (required redesign of the applications)
in performance improvement context.

5.1.1 Parallelization

Workflow for deep learning use cases contains 3 main phases: preprocessing,
training and inference. The phase that we identified as the most promising for
integration with GrPPI is preprocessing. The reason is that both training and
inference are very specific. All that must be done during training is to read data,
create network model and optimise weights. Inference require only reading data
and compute output fro network. All these steps are already performed by well
optimized dedicated libraries used for deep learning and uses GPU for computation.
Preprocessing phase, however, in many cases require preparing scripts from scratch
and is performed on CPU. This gives more possibilities for integration and potential
optimization.

GrPPI is a library that implements a few parallel patterns and makes them easy
to use. However, it has some restrictions. Currently, it requires the application
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to be prepared in C++, while all PSNC use cases were prepared in Python. Thus,
integration required rewriting scripts to C++. Rewriting to C++ was successfully
performed for preprocessing phase in Anomaly Detection in Electric Vehicles (EV).
Both Varroa detection and CFD simulations use cases require special libraries to
prepare data for training, e.g., to augment data by adding some noise to image
in Varroa mites detection or to read and decode VTK files for CFD simulations.
Integration of GrPPI with other use cases will be possible when appropriate Python
API for GrPPi will be finished.

Currently, integration with GrPPI require rewriting scripts to C++. In the future,
however, it will be possible to adjust Python scripts to use GrPPI and increase
efficiency of preprocessing. Efficient preprocessing is very important, because it
is strongly joined with all other parts and acceleration of this process will increase
general performance. What is more, preprocessing is run multiple times for several
reasons:

• Concept drift (e.g., in anomaly detection) require building new model

• Online analysis require fast data preparation for inference (e.g. in Varroa
mites detection)

• Adjusting the existing model to other cases (e.g. in CFD simulation)

Thus, the efficient use of resources can accelerate computations and reduce its time
and costs. Integrated versions of use cases will be tested with stream pattern MAP
and with ISO C++ Threads and OpenMP parallel scheme. Then, it will be compared
to sequential version of C++ and to native version in Python.

5.1.2 Monitoring

PSNC use cases will be integrated with two monitoring tools: BEMOS and
Prometheus. Each of them has different characteristics and is used for different
purposes.

5.1.2.1 Integration with BEMOS

BEMOS is internal PSNC tool for monitoring. This tool monitors usage of CPU,
GPU, memory load and many other parameters of the server. There is no need
to provide any modifications on application side, because this tool monitors the
server, not an application. Thus, only time when the application was run needs to be
known. Such type of monitoring can be useful in all phases, e.g., utilisation of CPU
during preprocessing or utilisation of CPU during preprocessing. Figure 5.2 shows
an example of monitoring CPU utilisation. Other parameters, like GPU utilisation,
disk access, memory usage etc. are monitored in the same way and can be presented
together.
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Figure 5.1: Data flow graph. The yellow oval boxes present I/O operations, while
the blue rectangular ones, computations. Preprocessing is the base for both inference
and training. Better performance in preprocessing phase means faster preparation
for training or inference.

Figure 5.2: Example visualisation of CPU utilisation in Bemos monitoring system.
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5.1.2.2 Integration with Prometheus

Prometheus is an open source system monitoring and alerting toolkit, that works as
a server which collects information from clients. Figure 5.3 presents the architecture
of the system. Prometheus pulls metrics from all clients and stores them. It also gives
possibility for visualisation (e.g. in Grafana) and to push alerts and notifications (e.g.
via e-mail) when defined events occur. Local client must be run from application
level and the parameters that the user wants to observe must be indicated, e.g.
number of specific errors, progress etc. Officially, Python language is supported, but
C++ is not. However, unofficial third-party libraries are available and combining
Prometheus with C++ is also possible in the same way as with Python.

Prometheus can be integrated in all use cases and in all phases, i.e., prepro-
cessing, training and inference. This tool is designed to monitor performance of
applications, e.g., it works well for recording numerical time series, e.g. progress in
training, but also for single value parameters. Listing 5.1 an example of integration
with Python code, where required time to proceed a given function is measured. On
application level, developers can decide which functions should be monitored, by
creating a metric and decorating functions with them. Third-party libraries for C++
allows to integrate with Prometheus in very similar way.

Listing 5.1: Simple integration on application level with Prometheus
import random
import time

# Create a metric to track time spent and requests made.
REQUEST_TIME = Summary(’request_processing_seconds’, ’Time spent

processing request’)

# Decorate function with metric.
@REQUEST_TIME.time()
def process_request(t):

"""A dummy function that takes some time."""
time.sleep(t)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
# Start up the server to expose the metrics.
start_http_server(8000)
# Generate some requests.
while True:

process_request(random.random())

5.2 Description of algorithms and redesign

In section 5.1 data flow scheme for Deep Learning use cases was recalled. It was
mentioned, that integration with GrPPI is possible only with preprocessing scripts,
thus in this section only preprocessing process is described. Another reason is, that
for each use case preprocessing phase is different, while in training and inference
the only difference is used model of neural network and type of data.
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of Prometheus and some of its components.

5.2.1 Anomaly Detection in Electric Vehicle

In this section the differences in implementation (redesign details) between native
version and integrated with GrPPI are presented.

First step of the analysis in Anomaly detection use case is decoding raw data
from vehicles. To perform this task a dedicated tool was created. To run the program
the config file needs to be prepared. It contains information about frames that should
be decoded, i.e. frame ID, starting byte, length etc. Decoding process involves
unpacking encoded values from hexadecimal values to decimal.

5.2.1.1 Current approach

Preprocessing in Anomaly Detection use case means decoding raw, hexadecimal
encoded data into human readable decimal values and is performed in following
steps:

1. read line,

2. split line into fields,

3. check if line contain information about specified id,

4. if yes, then decode values,

5. repeat.

Iteration line by line and choosing only relevant lines, i.e., only these that contain
frames included in config file, is more memory efficient than reading all lines and
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then decoding only the selected ones. Such approach allows use less memory, and
process files faster, because only lines necessary for further process are stored.

Table 5.1 presents a simple profiling of Python script, which was launched with
a single file of size 1GB. Reading lines cannot be accelerated, as it is bounded
by disk read operations. Apart from that, reading part takes the least time. More
problematic are: splitting and decoding lines, which take over 50% of total time.
Even a slight improvement in this process could effect a significant reduce in time
for analysis of bigger datasets.

Other operations, means operations performed by Python built-in functions,
such as: importing libraries, initializations, calling internal functions etc. These
operations usually does not take much time (maximum 2 seconds, but usually about
0.5 second) and cannot be optimised. Time of these operations (13 s) results from a
large number of calls.

Table 5.1: Profiling of the Python preprocessing script for Anomaly Detection in
EVs, performed with Python tool - cProfile

Function time [s]

Reading lines 3 s

Split 7 s

Decoding values 12 s

Other operations 13 s

Total 35 s

5.2.1.2 Redesign for integration

GrPPI implements MAP pattern, which is applicable in this use case. Splitting lines
and decoding values are the most computationally demanding parts in preprocess-
ing for this use case. The idea is to parallelize these processes with GrPPI, e.g.,
with openMP, using MAP pattern. In this assumption each CPU core processes
(independently from other cores) its portion of data. However, split process in
model described in previous section can be difficult or even impossible to do in
this way. The reason is that this process is strongly connected with reading lines
from file - after reading each line split is performed. Thus, parallelization of split
would require reading lines in parallel, what could be ineffective. In this case, only
decoding could be parallelised.

Alternative solution is to read all lines and then perform split on all lines in
parallel, as in decoding process. This approach, however, is very inefficient when
small amounts of frames is decoded. Currently in this use case only about 10% of
lines (e.g. out of 16 milion lines only 1.3 milion) are used in further processing.
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However, potentially bigger amounts of frames can be decoded for further analysis.
Despite the disadvantages of this solution it has been implemented, tested and
compared with sequential versions in C++ and Python. Listing 5.2 presents pseudo
code of this integration.

Another possible solution is to use process many files in parallel. This idea has
been also implemented and tested. However, during preliminary test some problems
with memory has occurred and full tests could not be finished. Size of files varies
significantly, from a few MB up to almost 6 GB, and the mean size is about 1 GB,
so memory usage also dynamically changes during preprocessing, depending on the
preprocessed file.

Listing 5.2: Python pseudocode show one example of possible integration with
GrPPI
import grppi

def read_split(file_name):
#Read one line and split it
splitted_lines = []
with open(file_name) as file:

for line in file:
splitted_lines.append(line.split())

return splitted_lines

def decode_lines(lines):
# Decode all given lines sequentially
for line in lines:

decode(line)

def decode_lines_grppi(lines):
#Decode all values in parallel using MAP pattern. Computations can be

parallelized with OpenMP ("omp")
grppi.map("omp", lines, decode)

def decode(...):
# Decode values in line and returns decoded values

splitted_lines = read_split("raw_file.asc")

if USE_GRPPI:
decode_lines_grppi(splitted_lines)

else:
decode_lines(splitted_lines)

#Further processing...

5.2.2 Varroa Mites Detection in Images

As mentioned in section 5.1 GrPPI supports only C++ currently. Thus, it could not
be integrated yet, however, Python support is expected in the future. In this section
a short description of current approach and potential possibilities of integration are
provided.
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5.2.2.1 Current approach

Detection Varroa Mites in images preprocessing was required to perform training.
In order to increase the amount of images, augmentation process if performed
on them. During this process different operations on images are performed, e.g.,
rotations, adding noise and other operations. Image preprocessing contains not
only augmentation, but also other operations like conversion colour images to black
and white or cropping images into smaller ones and equal size. While tool to crop
images was prepared by PSNC and does not require additional libraries, image
augmentation was performed with dedicated library imgaug.

5.2.2.2 Redesign application

Possible approach is to run image processing on list of files with parallel, e.g., with
openMP. Then, each CPU core could process its portion of files independently. To
achieve it, MAP pattern could be used. This approach, however, has a potential
risk, which is a potential big memory resources consumption, as it is in anomaly
detection. In this use case, however, files are much smaller than those in anomaly
detection use case, so this may be possible to process images successfully with this
approach. Listing 5.3 shows a pseudo code of such integration.

Listing 5.3: Python pseudocode of potential integration with Varroa Mites Detection
with GrPPI
import grppi

def read_images():
#Reads images and return them in a list.
...
return images

def process(images):
# Process augmentation sequentially in all given images
for image in images:

augmentation(image)

def process_with_grppi(images):
# Perform augmentation of images in parallel using MAP pattern.

Computations can be parallelized with OpenMP ("omp")
grppi.map("omp", images, augmentation)

def augmentation(image):
# Perform augmentation operations for given image

images = read_images("img/")

if USE_GRPPI:
process_with_grppi(images)

else:
process(images)

#Further processing...
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5.2.3 Replace CFD Simulations with Deep Learning

In this section the possibilities of integration for the last use case are presented.

5.2.3.1 Current approach

In the last use case we attempt to replace CFD simulations with Deep Learning
models. Preprocessing also requires using special libraries to read data and prepare
them for learning (e.g. meshio or pyntcloud).

First step in current approach is to read all time steps of simulations. Each file
is the next time step, so all files are read one by one and split into train and test set.
After that, preprocessing starts. Mesh of each file is converted into voxel grid. The
other operations are performed on voxel, e.g., averaging temperatures or merging
matrices.

5.2.3.2 Redesign for integration

The possibilities to parallelise preprocessing is to use MAP pattern in the most
computationally intensive part of preprocessing, i.e. during operations on voxels.
These operations are always performed on whole dataset in loops, thus these parts are
good candidates for parallelisation. Another approach, could be to run preprocessing
in similar way as in other use cases, i.e., each CPU core process its portion of files.
For that use case, this approach could work, as currently all files are stored in
memory in the same time. Sample pseudo code of this approach is presented in
listing 5.4.

Listing 5.4: Python pseudocode of potential integration with Varroa Mites Detection
with GrPPI
import grppi

def read_VTK_files():
#Reads VTK files and return them in a list.
...
return vtk_files

def process(vtk_files):
# Process all VTK files sequentially.
for vtk in vtk_files:

vtk_processing(vtk)

def process_with_grppi(vtk_fiels):
# Process all VTK files in parallel using MAP pattern. Computations can

be parallelized with OpenMP ("omp")
grppi.map("omp", vtk_fiels, vtk_processing)

def vtk_processing(vtk):
# Perform operations to prepare files for further processing and

learning, e.g. voxelization of meshes.
voxelization(vtk)
#Other operations...
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vtk_files = read_VTK_files("VTK/")

if USE_GRPPI:
process_with_grppi(vtk_files)

else:
process(vtk_files)

#Further processing...
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This deliverable contains detailed information about the redesign that will be carried
out for each proposed use-case application to integrate the tools, concepts, and meth-
ods developed within the ASPIDE project. This integration within the use-case
application will take into account the planned architecture of the whole ASPIDE so-
lution, and the integration will be done primary throughout high-level programming
languages, as GrPPI, as well as APIs, DSLs, and bindings interfacing with GrPPI.
Abstractions of the DCEx programming model will be integrated within GrPPI,
and this will give access to the use-case application to the lower-level components
of the ASPIDE system, as the Scheduler, Runtime, IDM and Monitoring System.
Additionally, specific components will be integrated into some use-case applications.
In Table 6.1, we summarize the components that are planned to be explicitly inte-
grated with each application. Regarding GrPPI, which will be the main tool to be
integrated, Deliverable D2.3 contains detailed information about its functionalities
and design. Specifically, GrPPI provides a wide range of parallelization patterns
of great utility in data processing workflows. In Table 6.2, we show the patterns to
be exploited in each use-case application. GrPPI is natively prepared to work with
C++ code, and therefore, for some use-case application, some algorithm will need
to be reimplemented in C++. Nonetheless, a Python binding for GrPPI is currently
in development that would allow to execute Python code. This will greatly reduce
the effort in the redesign of applications using algorithms implemented in python or
that use command line interface calls as processing steps.
The integration will also include ASPIDE monitoring tools using existing platforms
such as Prometheus. To this end, some of applications will be instrumented to
provide more detailed insight into their performance and efficiency. Initially inte-
grated applications will be Deliverable D5.4 of the project. Their evaluation will be
performed based on plans defined in Deliverable D5.2.
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Table 6.1: ASPIDE tools to be explicitly integrated in the different use-case appli-
cations.

Use case
ASPIDE tool

GrPPI BEMOS Prometheus

Urban Computing
(UNICAL)

X - - - - -

Magnetic resonance
image processing

(SERMAS)
X - - - - -

Big Data
(Integris)

X - - - - -

Anomaly detection
in Electric Vehicles

(PSNC)
X X X - - -

Varroa Mites
detection in images

(PSNC)
X X X - - -

CFD simulation
with Deep Learning

(PSNC)
X X X - - -
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Table 6.2: GrPPI patterns to be used in the integration of the different use case
applications.

Use case
GrPPI pattern

Pipeline Workflow Map-Reduce Map Farm Filter Accumulator

Urban Computing
(UNICAL)

X X X - - - -

Magnetic resonance
image processing

(SERMAS)
X X X - - - -

Big Data
(Integris)

X X X - - - -

Anomaly detection
in Electric Vehicles

(PSNC)
- - - X - - -

Varroa Mites
detection in images

(PSNC)
- - - X - - -

CFD simulation
with Deep learning

(PSNC)
- - - X - - -
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